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STICKS 4

HEAD TECHNOLOGY

Targeted flex zones in the scoop
and bottom rail for superior hold
and accuracy

Angled string hole design makes it easier
to string sidewall laces tight and secure for
improved hold and pocket consistency

Symmetrical sidewall design – the
inside of the sidewall mimics the
outside, reducing weight without
sacrificing stiffness. The result is a
perfectly balanced head

Patent pending system reduces
head rattle providing more stability
and consistency. As the screw
inserts into the shaft, the legs of the
Loc-Throat spread, providing both
internal and external pressure for a
more secure fit.

SERIES FEATURES

Max design reinforces areas to
dramatically increase stiffness
and durability

Lowers the sidewall below the centerline
of the shaft – this lowers the center of
gravity in your head, giving you the ability
to create a deeper pocket for added ball
control and shot power.

ADVANCED

POSITIONAL ICONS
ATTACK

BALL CONTROL AND QUICK RELEASE

SHOT SPEED AND ACCURACY

MIDFIELD

SHOT POWER AND DURABILITY

DEFENSE
LIGHTWEIGHT AND MAXIMUM FEEL

GOALIE
LIGHTWEIGHT AND EXTREMELY DURABLE
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SHAFT MATERIALS

Ultralight and high-strength
carbon fiber is engineered with
multiple layers and orientations
to give strategic flex and impact
performance.

High performance carbon fiber
layered to provide balance
between lightweight and impact
performance.

Our most premium 7000 grade
material, this is our lightest handle
material. The manufacturing process
has been refined by Warrior’s top
material engineers to make this the
strongest and lightest of Krypto-Pro
material we have developed to date.

The most popular handle material
in the Warrior lineup - made from
performance grade 7000 aluminum
and provides all-around lightweight
performance and durability.

SHAFT DIE SHAPES
CONTROL DIE SHAPE

SPEED DIE SHAPE

Warrior’s newest die shape
for superior stick control
and yields the best strength
to weight ratio in any of our
materials. Featured in the
new Evo handle series

Traditional shape with
rounded edges makes for
a softer feel and yields the
lightest weight in any of our
materials. Featured in the
Burn handle series.

SHAFT GRIPS
DIAMOND GRIP
Sandblasted texture embossed directly
into the handle that provides great touch
and adds no weight.

NO GRIP
Classic feel with no added textures or
coatings. For players who like to add their
own tape pattern, or just keep it smooth.

Patented/Patent Pending Warp™ technology offers the very first, fully integrated pre-form pocket/head combination. Each Warp pocket is designed and
engineered for each head for performance, resulting in a head/pocket combination with unmatched consistency. Built with the best available materials, the Warp
is resistant to varying weather elements giving you peace of mind knowing your setup will perform regardless of the conditions. Our Warp products come game
ready off the shelf and require no stringing or adjustments, leaving you more time on the field playing and less time fixing your stick.

WARP POCKET PLACEMENT

MID-LOW POCKET
Our Warp mid-low pocket is built for
ball control and quick release. Ideal for
attackmen or a middie playmaker that need
to get their passes and shots off quickly.

MID POCKET
Our Warp mid pocket is built for power. Ideal
for a middie or attackman that
is looking to maximize shot power and
accuracy from outside.

MID-HIGH POCKET
Our Warp mid-high pocket is ideal for a
defender and LSM that is looking for a pocket
that will aid in gaining quick ball control after
catching or scooping a ground ball.

WHIP LEVEL
LOW WHIP allows for the quickest release. HIGH WHIP gives added hold for shot power.

LOW:1

HIGH:4
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SHOT POWER
The sub 300 gram complete stick is
designed and engineered for the elite
outside shooting attackman and
midfielder. The Burn WARP PRO 2 will
be the most dangerous stick in the
Warrior arsenal.

COMING

SOON…
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NEW

BURN WARP
COMPLETE
•   Level: Senior 16 & under
•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL field specifications.
•   [Complete] The Burn Warp stick pairs the perfect high-flex
carbon fiber shaft with the consistency of a Warp head in a
low and medium whip offering to improve shot power and
accuracy.
•   [Complete] Warp Mid-pocket designed with larger
diamonds to improve hold and pocket feel.
•   [Complete/Shaft] The New Burn Carbon shaft weighs
approximately 140 grams and provides high-flex lightweight
performance. Layup orientation paired with carbon fiber
selection provides terrific flex and impact strength.
•   [Complete/Shaft] Burn Carbon handle features Diamond
texture to improve grip.

COMPLETE STICK
BWAC20 (ATK), BWDC20 (DEF)
COLORS: WH, BK
WHIP: 1, 2
SIZES: 40" (ATK), 70" (DEF)

SHAFT
BCAS20 (ATK), BCDS20 (DEF)
COLORS: WH, BK
SIZES: 30" (ATK), 60" (DEF)

CARBON FIBER SHAFT
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NEW

BURN WARP NEXT
COMPLETE
•   Level: Intermediate 12 & Under
•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL field specifications.
•   [Complete] Features a Burn Warp head paired with
a lightweight Kryptolyte shaft perfect for developing
shooters and defensive players.
•   [Complete] Includes a Warp Mid-pocket designed
with larger diamonds to improve hold and shot power.
Available in our low whip 1 option to provide a smooth
and accurate release.
•   [Complete] Warp pocket requires no adjustment and
comes game ready with an unchanging, weather-resistant
pocket that is hassle and maintenance free.
•   [Complete/Shaft] New lighter weight Kryptolyte with
diamond grip makes for a lighter stick with improved
control.

COMPLETE STICK
BWNAC20 (ATK), DWNDC20 (DEF)
COLORS: WHS, BK
WHIP: 1
SIZES: 40" (ATK), 70" (DEF)

SHAFT
BKAS20 (ATK), BKDS20 (DEF)
COLORS: SL, BK
SIZES: 30" (ATK), 60" (DEF)

KRYPTOLYTE SHAFT
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NEW

BURN NEXT COMPLETE
•   Level: Intermediate 12 & Under
•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, US Lacrosse, CLA, US
Lacrosse and FIL men’s field specifications.
•   This strung complete is great stick for starters
and developing players looking to refine their
stick skills.
•   Narrower head strung with semi-soft mesh
improves ball control and accuracy.
•   The head features EZ-Scoop designed for easy
ground ball pickups.

COMPLETE STICK
BNAC20 (ATK), BN54DC20 (DEF),
BN70DC20 (DEF)
COLORS: WHS, BK (ATK ONLY)
SIZES: 40" (ATK), 54" (DEF), 70" (DEF)

SHORTER DEFENSE LENGTH

BURNNEXT
NEXT
DEFENSE
54" LENGTH
BURN
DEFENSE
= 54”=LENGTH

STANDARD DEFENSE STICK = 70” LENGTH
STANDARD DEFENSE STICK = 70" LENGTH
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NEW

BURN JR. COMPLETE
•   Level: Junior 10 & Under
•   37" stick length meets US Lacrosse 10U Stick
Specifications
•   New youth specific strung complete designed for new
players looking to have fun!
•   Wider face shape for increased catching surface and
easier groundball pick-ups.
•   Pocket strung to improve hold and provide an accurate
release.

COMPLETE STICK
BJRC20
COLORS: BK
SIZES: 37"

SHORTER ATTACK LENGTH

BURN JR = 37" LENGTH

STANDARD STICK = 40" LENGTH
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EVO WARP PRO 2
COMPLETE
•   Level: Pro 14 & up
•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL men’s field
specifications.
•   [Complete] Evo Warp Pro 2 head & Evo Pro Carbon
shaft is the lightest complete stick we have ever made.
Engineered with Axyflex and Minimus Carbon technology
to generate a quick and accurate release at a stick weight
of approximately 285g.
•   [Shaft] Axyflex is engineered to provide our stiffest carbon
fiber layup in the lateral and transverse directions to drive
the fastest and most accurate release. Total shaft weight
approximately 125g.
•   [Complete/Head] Warp pocket is 3d knitted in our mid-low
pattern with built in grip texture to enhance hold, feel and
channel.
•   [Complete/Head] Re-designed Evo Warp Pro 2 head
features a tighter face shape and mid-low bottom rail for
superior accuracy and ball control.
•   [Complete/Head] New optional LOC-THROAT feature;
insert LOC-THROAT for better head to handle attachment,
leave out for lightweight performance.

COMPLETE STICK
EWPAS19
COLORS: WH, BK
WHIPS: 1, 2, 3
LENGTH = 40" (ATK)

HEAD / POCKET
EWP219
COLORS: WH, BK
WHIP: 1, 2, 3

SHAFT
EPCAH19
COLORS: WH, BK
LENGTH = 30" (ATK)

WARP POCKET
WHIP 1

WHIP 2

WHIP 3
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EVO WARP COMPLETE
•   Level: Senior 16 & under
•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL men’s field
specifications.
•   Features an Evo Warp head paired with a KryptoPro
Diamond shaft
•   This is the perfect quick release setup for attackmen,
midfielders, LSMs, or defenders
•   The upgraded Evo Warp pocket provides consistent
performance for players of all skill levels

COMPLETE STICK
EWAS19 (ATK), EWDS19 (DEF)
COLORS: WHS, BK
WHIP: 1, 3
SIZES: 40" (ATK), 70" (DEF)

SHAFT
EAH19 (ATK), EDH19 (DEF)
COLORS: BK, SL
SIZES: 30" (ATK), 60" (DEF)

WARP POCKET

KRYPTO-PRO
Our most premium 7000 grade material, this is
our lightest handle material. The manufacturing
process has been refined by Warrior’s top
material engineers to make this the strongest
and lightest of Krypto-Pro material we have
developed to date.
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EVO WARP NEXT COMPLETE
•   Level: Intermediate 12 & Under
•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL men’s
field specifications.
•   Features an Evo Warp Next head paired
with a Kryptolyte shaft
•   Designed with a tighter face shape and an
all-around pocket to refine stick skills.
•   The WARP pocket doesn’t need to be
adjusted or broken in. It is game ready hassle and maintenance free.
•   An unchanging, weather-resistant pocket
means 100% confidence in how your stick
will throw.

COMPLETE STICK
EWNSA19 (ATK), EWNSD19 (DEF)
COLORS: WHS, BK
WHIP: 1
SIZES: 40" (ATK), 54" (DEF)

GAME-READY POCKET

TIGHTER FACE SHAPE

SHORTER LENGTH
EVO WARP NEXT DEFENSE = 54” LENGTH
EVO WARP NEXT DEFENSE = 54" LENGTH

STANDARD
DEFENSE
STICK
= 70" LENGTH
STANDARD DEFENSE
STICK
= 70” LENGTH
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EVO WARP JR COMPLETE
•   Level: Junior 10 & Under
•   37” stick length meets US Lacrosse 10U Stick
Specifications
•   New youth specific Warp stick designed to enhance the
playing experience for new lacrosse players.
•   Warp pocket doesn’t need to be adjusted or broken in,
hassle and maintenance free.
•   Wider face shape for increased catching surface, flared
bottom rail improves ball control and accuracy.

COMPLETE STICK
EWJS19 (37")
COLORS: BK
SIZE: 37"

WARP POCKET

NEW EVO JR SHAFT

SHORTER LENGTH

EVO WARP JR = 37" LENGTH

STANDARD STICK = 40" LENGTH
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EVO WARP MINI STICK
•   Level: Youth 6U & Recreational
•   Mini stick utilizing a special designed wide-diamond
Warp pocket for unmatched consistency.
•   Updated handle graphic to match your Evo Warp
Pro stick
•   Includes a Warrior tennis ball

COMPLETE STICK
EWMS19
COLORS: WHITE, RWB

WIDE-DIAMOND WARP POCKET

WARRIOR TENNIS
BALL INCLUDED
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NEW

REG MAX WARP PRO
COMPLETE
•   Level: Pro 14 and up
•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL men’s field specifications.
•   [Complete] The Regulator Max Warp Pro Head & Regulator Carbon Pro
shaft result in the lightest complete defensive stick we have ever made.
•   [Complete/Shaft] Regulator Carbon Pro shaft features Minimus Carbon
Fiber that weighs approximately 340 grams. Material selection paired
with our most complex layup design results in our best strength to weight
ratio of any D Shaft made by Warrior.
•   [Complete/Shaft] We designed the handle for improved flex strength
from 0” to 30” and surface strength from 30” to 60”.
•   [Head] Reg Max Warp Pro is our stiffest head in the line, ideal for close
defenders looking for head strength and durability.
•   [Complete/Head] Mid-High pocket is ideal for any defender or LSM
looking to quickly gain ball control after catching or scooping ground
balls.
•   [Complete/Head] Varying diamond patterns with multiple raised shooters
provide a traditional feel and smooth release

COMPLETE STICK
RMWPDS19
COLORS: WH, BK
WHIP: 2, 4
SIZE: 70" (DEF)

HEAD / POCKET
RMWRP18
COLORS: WH, BK
WHIP: 2, 4

SHAFT
RMPCDH19
COLORS: WH, BK
SIZE: 60" (DEF)

MAXIMUM HEAD STIFFNESS

SURFACE STRENGTH
40% Stronger vs. Evo AX1

MID-HIGH POCKET

FLEX STRENGTH
20% Stronger vs. Evo AX1
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NEMESIS 3 COMPLETE
•   Faster hands = More Saves!
•   Features a 30" goalie handle
•   The Nemesis 3 approximately 325
grams, making it one of the lightest
performance goalie Warrior has ever
made.
•   Don’t worry about those hard shots
bending your stick back - this head
has the stiffness to take on the
hardest shots.

COMPLETE STICK
N3GS19 (GLE)
COLORS: WH

UNSTRUNG HEAD
NM3UN
COLORS: WH, BK, TTM

STRUNG HEAD
NM3S
COLORS: WH

SHAFT
N3GH19
COLORS: BK

NEMESIS COMPLETE
•   Warrior’s all time best-selling goalie
head on a 30" handle
•   Flared face design funnels shots into
the center of the pocket
•   Ultra-rugged sidewall design
provides durability against the
hardest shots in the game

COMPLETE STICK
NGS19 (GLE)
COLORS: WH

HEADS 24

LEFT SIDEWALL FLEX

UNIVERSAL FLEX OPTIONS
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NEW

BURN FO
BFOUN
COLORS: WH, BK
•   New Face-off specific head designed with Gold
Medalist and NCAA Champion Trevor Baptiste.
•   Designed and engineered asymmetrically to
provide balance between flex, strength and
recovery.
•   Universal pinch design accommodates multiple
face-off styles, traditional or face-flex.
•   Left- rail -flex-back to help with gaining position to
control the ball on 50/50 battles.
•   Super stiff throat designed to hold shape after the
toughest battles.
•   Shorter throat design allows for additional leverage
and control.
•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL field
specifications.

WEDGE ACCESSORY
WWEDGE19
Color: BK

•   Warrior wedge is designed to aid in
widening throat area to regain throat shape.
•   Ideal for face-off specialists
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BURN 2
B2XUN (X)
COLORS: WH, BK, TTM

•   Burn 2 was re-engineered for the outside shooting attackman or midfielder.
•   Sym-Flex designed into the scoop and bottom rail prompt scoop fold and back-rail pinch that will allow
for superior shot power and accuracy.

•   Patent pending Tilt- Tech string hole design improves pocket tension and consistent pocket performance.
•   Bottom rail designed for universal pocket placement. High, mid, low…experience great power with each.
•   Patent pending LOC-Throat eliminates head rattle and adds stability, 2- screw holes for additional stability.
•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL men’s field specifications.

SYM FLEX
New angled string hole
design makes it easier to
string sidewall laces tight
and secure for improved
hold and pocket consistency

SYMRAIL
Symmetrical sidewall design
- the inside of the sidewall
mimics the outside, reducing
weight without sacrificing
stiffness for perfect balance

BURN 2 MAX
B2MXUN (X)
COLORS: WH, BK, TTM

•   Burn Max was designed for the transition defenseman that is looking for a tighter face shape and
superior durability

•   Sym-Flex designed into scoop and bottom rail prompt scoop fold and back-rail pinch that will allow for
accuracy on long passes and shot power while transitioning to the offensive zone

•   Patented Tilt- Tech string hole design improves pocket tension for consistent pocket performance
•   Bottom rail designed for mid pocket placement for added hold and ball control
•   Re-designed scoop to allow for easy ground ball pickups from all angles
•   Patent pending LOC-Throat eliminates head rattle and adds stability, 2- screw holes for additional
stability.

•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL men’s field specifications.
SYM FLEX
New angled string hole
design makes it easier to
string sidewall laces tight
and secure for improved
hold and pocket consistency

SYMRAIL
Symmetrical sidewall design
- the inside of the sidewall
mimics the outside, reducing
weight without sacrificing
stiffness for perfect balance
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EVO 5
EV5XUN (X)
COLORS: WH, BK, TTM, NV, RD, RL, VBL
STRUNG STYLE: E5SH20 (X)
COLOR: WH
MESH: PREMIUM SEMI SOFT

•   New patent pending Tilt- Tech string hole design improves
pocket tension for an improved ball release

•   Bottom rail designed for Mid to Low pocket placement for
superior ball control & quick release

•   Sym-Rail eliminates excess weight & provides improved
stiffness

•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL men’s field specifications.

TILT-TECH

SYMRAIL

New angled string hole design makes it easier
to string sidewall laces tight and secure for
improved hold and pocket consistency

Symmetrical sidewall design - the inside of the
sidewall mimics the outside, reducing weight
without sacrificing stiffness for perfect balance

REGULATOR MAX
RMXUN (X)
COLORS: WH, BK, TTM
STRUNG STYLE: RMSH20 (X)
COLOR: WH
MESH: PREMIUM SEMI SOFT

•   “Max” sidewall design reinforces key sections of the head and
scoop to dramatically increase head stiffness and durability

•   New patent pending Tilt- Tech string hole design improves
pocket tension for an improved ball release

•   Bottom rail designed for a Mid to High pocket placement for
additional hold and shot power

•   LOC-Throat reduces head rattle and adds stability, 2- screw
holes for additional stability.

•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL men’s field specifications.

NOZ 2
NOZ2UN (X)
COLORS: WH

•   Features our Noz Technology which resultsg in this
being one of the lightest lacrosse heads on the market

•   Patented flare design improves flex profile creating a
huge advantage at the Face-off X.

•   Bottom rail designed for a Mid to Low pocket
placement for superior ball control & quick release

•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL men’s field
specifications.
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ADAPTFIT 270 BY BOA®
Located in the rear of the helmet, the BOA Closure
System surrounds the head 270 degrees, giving players
a custom fit helmet for safety and comfort by allowing
micro-adjustability on the fly. Dial in the perfect fit.

VICONIC PROTECTION
A holistic approach to head protection focused on
safety first. Focused impact zones in the occipital
lobe and temples are reinforced with a lightweight
diffusion plate called Viconic. Viconic absorbs multiple
impacts both linear and twisting and spreads them
across a wide surface area. The diffusion of force is not
one material’s responsibility. The one-piece shell and
EPP foam filling the liner is the core of safety, forming
a lightweight barrier that helps provide protection
against catastrophic injury

BURN COMFORT LINER
Made of energy absorbing VN Foam to provide
an elite level of comfort and protection
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NEW

BURN HELMET
•   JAWS Protection is an integrated chin piece flowing
into the shell of the helmet adding an extra layer of
protection to the cheek and jaw bone.

•   ADAPTFIT 270 by BOA® - located in the rear of the
helmet, the BOA Closure System surrounds the head
270 degrees, giving players a custom fit helmet for
safety and comfort by allowing micro-adjustability on
the fly. Dial in the perfect fit.

•   VICONIC PROTECTION - A holistic approach to head
protection focused on safety first. Focused impact
zones in the occipital lobe and temples are reinforced
with a lightweight diffusion plate called Viconic. Viconic
absorbs multiple impacts both linear and twisting and
spreads them across a wide surface area. The diffusion
of force is not one material’s responsibility. The onepiece shell and EPP foam filling the liner is the core of
safety, forming a lightweight barrier that helps provide
protection against catastrophic injury

•   BURN COMFORT LINER - made of energy absorbing
VN Foam to provide an elite level of comfort and
protection

•   Expanded base to provide the best in class ease of
entry

•   Offered in three sizes (L, M, S) to provide each player
the correct shell size to provide the proper level of
comfort and protection

•   Select from 15 shell/chin colors, 11 mask colors and 8
chin strap colors and select decal package options

•   Meets/Exceeds all NOCSAE Standards and SEI
Certifications

•   Weight: Small - 2.25 lbs / Medium - 2.4 lbs /
Large - 2.6 lbs

•   Retail Box Included

SHELL/CHIN COLORS

MATTE - White, Black, Red,
Royal, Navy, Grey, Forest, Maroon,
Orange, Carolina Blue, Yellow - 72
hour lead time
CHROME - Black, Gold, Silver - 72
Hour Lead Time
HYDRO - Black Carbon Fiber - 2
Week Lead Time

MASK OPTIONS:

GLOSS - Black, White, Navy,
Royal, Red, Athletic Gold
CHROME - Silver, Orange, Red,
Gold, Royal

CHIN STRAP OPTIONS:
White, Black, Navy, Red, Royal,
Athletic Gold, Orange, Forest

GOALIE THROAT GUARD
GTG18 – Clear Only
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BHS20 – STOCK BURN HELMET
(S, M, L)

BK

WH

MR

GR

OR

NV

RL

RD

FG

YL

CB

BHC20 – CHROME BURN HELMET
(S, M, L)

BHCF20 – CARBON FIBER BURN HELMET
(S, M, L)

STICKER OPTIONS
BHS20 – STOCK BURN HELMET (S, M, L)
BHSOP1 - STOCK BURN HELMET DECAL #1 – VISOR
BHSOP2 - STOCK BURN HELMET DECAL #2 – MOHAWK
BHSOP3 - STOCK BURN HELMET DECAL #3 – VISOR/BACK
BHC20 – CHROME BURN HELMET (S, M, L)
BHCHOP1 - CHROME BURN HELMET DECAL #1 – VISOR
BHCHOP2 - CHROME BURN HELMET DECAL #2 – MOHAWK
BHCHOP3 - CHROME BURN HELMET DECAL #3 – VISOR/BACK
BHCF20 – CARBON FIBER BURN HELMET (S, M, L)
BHCFOP1 - CARBON BURN HELMET DECAL #1 – VISOR

DECAL #2

BHCFOP2 - CARBON BURN HELMET DECAL #2 – MOHAWK
BHCFOP3 - CARBON BURN HELMET DECAL #3 – VISOR/BACK

MOHAWK
DECAL #1

DECAL #3

VISOR

VISOR/BACK
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BURN JR. HELMET
BJRH19 (OSZ)
COLORS: BK, WH

•   Developed specifically for the youth
lacrosse player under the age of 12

•   Quick and easy hook and loop pull-tab
adjustment system to securely fit a
developing player

•   Energy absorbing Vinyl Nitrate foam liner
•   Expanded Polypropylene(EPP) liner for
impact protection

•   Made in North America
•   Meets or exceeds all NOCSAE standards
and is SEI certified

•   Retail Box Included
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SIZING

CHARTS

WARRIOR HELMET SIZING CHART
Size

Circumference (in)

Circumference (cm)

Hat Size

BURN
L

21 7/8 to 23 1/2

57.5 to 62

7 1/8 to 7 1/2

M

20 3/4 to 21 7/8

56 to 59

7 to 7 1/4

S

20 7/16 to 20 3/4

52 to 56

6 5/8 to 7

BURN JR
OSZ

19 3/8 to 20 9/16

47 to 53

6 to 6 1/2

To measure your head
circumference, wrap a tape
maeasure around your head
above your eyebrows and
across your temples.

PROTECTIVE
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PROTECTIVE TECHNOLOGY
IMPAX LT

SINGLE DENSITY FOAM

LOCK THUMB +

Lightweight HD foam
segmented in key areas for
superior impact performance

Medium density foam provides a
great balance between flexibility
and impact deflection

Built with injection molded ABS plastic,
memory foam, & high-density foam for
high-powered impact absorption

IMPAX

FLOATING CUFF

LOCK THUMB

High Density foam molded and
segmented in key impact areas
for high impact performance

Patented internal wrist cuff that
is attached to the glove with
small elastic straps

Built with memory & HD foam for highpowered impact absorption – ABS
plastic backing prevents backbend

BONE SYSTEM

NOCSAE APPROVED
STERNUM

HITMAN SHOULDER SYSTEM

Molded PE (poly-ethylene) board
layered in with other foam in key
impact zones to provide improved
impact performance

NOCSAE approved foam chest
plate with inserts provide
enhanced impact absorption at
high and low speeds

DUAL DENSITY FOAM

Patented shoulder system allows the
primary and secondary shoulder cap to
collapse into themselves as the arm moves
to help provide additional flexibility

HITLYTE SHOULDER SYSTEM
New pad system provides improved
coverage in key impact zone around upper
arm and back-front shoulder area. Cap is
completely customizable based on playing
style and player preference. Compression
sleeve with 2-piece construction helps to
provide a flexible-form fit.

Utilizes denser foam on the outside
to deflect impact and lower density
foam on the inside to provide
comfort

FIT/COMFORT TECHNOLOGY
TOTAL FLX +

AUTHENTIC PRO PALM

TRUVENTS

This cuff eliminates the bulk of
traditional cuffs for maximum
mobility and wrist rotation

This AX Suede Tiempo palm provides
a comfortable fit. Built in AX Suede
10W overlay on index and middle
finger provides maximum durability.

Patented venting method
allows air to flow directly
through the glove keeping
your hands cool & dry

CAGE FLX SYSTEM

CLARINO PALM

Allows for improved flexibility,
ventilation and maximum impact
absorption

2-TIMER STRAP

1mm, high performance suede delivers
superior comfort and extreme durability.

LOWPRO

AX SUEDE CINCO PALM

Our lowest profile pad that
delivers superior impact
performance

Textured .65mm suede material provides
enhanced feel and stretch with great
breathability

AUTHENTIC PRO PALM +
We stripped out all the additional
overlays and mesh inserts, and
designed a simple palm featuring
AX Suede Fit which is our thinnest
palm material. This palm has tons
of stretch to provide a comfortable
form fit, great durability, and is water
resistant. Lycra gusset at base of
the thumb maximizes stretch and
reduces palm bunching.

Gives players the ability
to adjust both ends of the
Velcro strap to provide the
most ideal fit

WARFIT
Allows you to
customize the pad
for the perfect fit

NO-SLIP GEL PRINT
Specialized grip applied
inside arm pad sleeve that
reduces pads from sliding
down your arm during play

LINER/SLEEVE TECHNOLOGY
WARTECH A/C

WARTECH

Moisture management material that is cool to the touch
even on the hottest days for unbelievable comfort

Moisture management material that helps
wick moisture away from the body

WARTECH FLX

FLX MESH

2-way stretch, moisture wicking material that
provides comfort & flexibility while keeping you dry

Breathable single stretch mesh sleeve that
provides a snug fit to improve overall flexibility
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CUSTOM
GLOVES
Check out the
customizer on our
website and build
your own today!
All custom color and
material options can
be customized in the
protective section of
the Warrior website:
www.warrior.com
Custom gloves are
available to both
teams and individuals.
Minimum quantity of 6
per player glove style,
2 per player goalie for
custom colors, logos,
numbers, and names.

TIER 1
CUSTOM GLOVE
(Evo Pro, Nemesis Pro,
Burn Pro, Evo, Nemesis)

•   Custom team colors
•   Team logo on cuff

TIER 2
CUSTOM PLAYER DETAIL
(Evo Pro, Nemesis Pro,
Burn Pro, Evo, Nemesis)

•   Custom team colors
•   Team logo on cuff
•   Team name on floating
cuff

•   Team name & “Warrior” branding can be
placed on either the forward cuff roll or
floating cuff

•   Player number
•   Player name
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Warrior is proud to be one of
the official equipment suppliers
to the MLL & NLL. For over a
decade, our gear has been field
tested by the best players in the
game, ensuring top quality and
performance. If this stuff works
for them, odds are it will work
for your team as well. Follow
your favorite team and players at
www.majorleaguelacrosse.com
www.nll.com

CUSTOM STOCK
ARM PROTECTION
Check out the customizer on our website and build your own today! All
custom color and material options can be customized in the protective
section of the Warrior website: www.warrior.com

•   Add your team team logo to stock Evo Pro and
Burn Pro arm protection

•   2 week lead time
•   Check out the customizer on our website and
build your own today

•   Minimum order qty - 4 per style
•   Contact your Warrior rep or the Warrior
corporate office for info

CUSTOM SOTCK EVO PRO and BURN PRO ARMS (White only)
Stock EVO PRO and BURN PRO arm protection with your team logo. Custom stock arms have a 2 week lead time
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NEW

BURN PRO GLOVE
BPG20 (XL, L, M)
COLORS: BK, WH

•   New TotalFLX+ cuff eliminates the bulk of
traditional cuffs to provide superior mobility and
wrist rotation

•   Impax LT compression molded foam backhand
dramatically reduces weight while providing
increased protection

•   Pro Palm + features responsive spandex gussets
combined with Ax Suede palm material provides a
game ready feel right off the shelf

•   LoPro construction provides a lower profile glove
with superior impact performance

•   Features our most advanced Truvent TM system
allowing for our best ventilation technology to help
keep your hands cool

TOTAL FLX +
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NEW

BURN GLOVE
BG20 (XL, L, M)
COLORS: BK, WH, WRD, WRL, WNV

•   Bone System backhand provides increased impact
protection with hard plastic inserts

•   LoPro construction provides a low-profile glove
•   Features our most advanced Truvent system
allowing for our best ventilation technology to help
keep your hands cool

•   Mesh gussets allow breathability while maintaining
flexibility

•   Authentic Pro Palm provides comfort and superior
durability
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NEW

BURN PRO SHOULDER PAD
BPHL20 (L, M)
COLORS: WHITE ONLY

•   Hitlyte Shoulder System allows for less restrictive
movement and can be broken down to our lowest profile
liner based on player preference

•   Impax LT compression molded sternum and shoulder caps
dramatically reduces weight while providing increased
protection

•   Fully customizable fit with adjustable sternum straps
•   Wartech Liner that wicks moisture and keeps you cool

IMPAX LT
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NEW

BURN SHOULDER PAD

•   Hitman shoulder system allows the primary and secondary shoulder

BHIT20 (L, M, S)

•   LoPro construction provides a low-profile pad with superior impact

COLORS: WHITE ONLY

cap to collapse into themselves as the arm moves to help provide
additional flexibility
performance

•   Bone System provides enhanced sternal and clavicular impact
protection with plastic inserts adding protection

•   2-timer strap allows for easy adjustments
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NEW

BURN PRO ARM PAD
BPAP20 (L, M, S) | COLORS: WH ONLY

•   Impax LT foam in bicep and forearm zones
dramatically reduce weight while providing
increased protection

•   Medium length, three-piece construction with
vertical breaks provide superior comfort and flex

•   LoPro construction provides a low profile Arm Pad,
while still providing superior impact performance

•   Wartech A/C reduces weight, enhances flexibility &
wicks moisture

•   Layflat Straps to help prevent jersey snags
•   No-Slip Gel Print secures pad placement and
reduces slip

NEW

BURN PRO ELBOW PAD
BPEP20 (L, M) | COLORS: WH ONLY

•   Impax LT foam in bicep zones dramatically reduce
weight while providing increased protection

•   Shorter length, two-piece construction with vertical
breaks provide superior mobility and flex

•   LoPro construction provides a low profile elbow
pad, yet still provides superior impact performance

•   Wartech A/C reduces weight, enhances flexibility &
wicks moisture

•   Layflat Straps to help prevent jersey snags
•   No-Slip Gel Print secures pad placement and
reduces slip
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BURN LEG PAD
BGP18 (XL, L, M, S, XS)
COLORS: GRAY

•   Legendary Warrior Burn speed
•   Featuring Wartech compression fit for
comfort and flexibility

•   VPS foam provides protection in key
areas plus mobility
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BURN NEXT GLOVE
BNGSR18 (L, M)
BNGJR18 (S, XS)
BNGY18 (2XS)
COLORS: BLACK ONLY

•   New targeted polyurethane zones provide
additional protection and durability like our
highest end protective gear

•   Dual-density foam construction for
upgraded protection & comfort

•   Newly designed TruVents provide superior
ventilation and flexibility

BURN NEXT ARM PAD
BNXTAP18 (YXL, YLG, YMD, YSM, YXS)
COLORS: BLACK ONLY

•   Dual-density foam construction with cap inserts
in forearm and bicep for additional protection

•   New targeted polyurethane zones provide
additional protection in the forearm and bicep

•   Dual adjustment straps with full-length FLX mesh
sleeve provide a comfortable and secure fit
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BURN NEXT
SHOULDER PAD
BNXTSP8 (YXL, YLG, YMD, YSM, YXS)
COLORS: BLACK ONLY

•   Pre-formed shoulder caps & floating sternum provide excellent
protection for beginners

•   Targeted polyurethane zones in the sternum and shoulders provide
additional protection & durability

•   Fully adjustable straps with built-in rib pads provide the right fit and
best possible protection

•   Dual-density foam delivers the protection new players need
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EVO PRO GLOVE
EPG19 (XL, L, M)
COLORS: BK, WH

•   Authentic Pro Palm + is our simplest
palm construction, provides a comfort
form with unmatched stick feel

•   Impax high density foam that is molded
and segmented in key impact areas for
high impact performance

•   Cage Flx system creates a restriction-less
backhand feel and provides additional
ventilation and impact performance

IMPAX LT FOAM
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EVO GLOVE
EG19 (XL, L, M, S)
COLORS: BK, WH (XL, L, M, S); RD, RL, NV (L, M)

•   Authentic Pro Palm provides comfort and
superior durability

•   Bone System provides additional impact
performance across key impact zones

•   Truvents and Wartech Liner aid in
ventilation and wicking away moisture

BONE SYSTEM
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EVO PRO AG
EPAG19 (L, M) | COLORS: WH ONLY

•   Attack-length, 9-piece construction featuring
Cage FLX system that allows better flex and
form-fitting comfort

•   Impax high-density foam provides low profile
impact protection in key impact zones along
top side of the arm

•   No slip gel print keeps your arm protection
secured and helps prevent pad slide

IMPAX LT FOAM

EVO PRO AP
EPAP19 (L, M) | COLORS: WH ONLY

•   Mid-length, 9-piece construction featuring
Cage FLX system allows better flex and formfitting comfort

•   Impax high-density foam provides low profile
impact protection in key impact zones along
top side of the arm

•   No slip gel print keeps your arm protection
secured and helps prevent pad slide

IMPAX LT FOAM

EVO PRO EP
EPEP19 (L, M) | COLORS: WH ONLY

•   Defense-length, 9-piece construction makes
this our most comfortable and form-fitting
elbow pad

•   Impax high-density foam provides low profile
impact protection in key impact zones along
top side of the arm

•   No slip gel print keeps your arm protection
secured and helps prevent pad slide

IMPAX LT FOAM
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EVO AG
EAG19 (L, M, S) | COLORS: WHITE ONLY

•   Attack length, 9-piece construction that provides a
comfortable form-fit

•   Bone System built into the lateral bicep and forearm
portions of the pad to deflect stick checks

•   Wartech FLX sleeve provides a soft comfortable
feel with amazing flexibility

•   No Slip Gel Print around bicep and fore-arm
opening help to lock pad in place

BONE SYSTEM

EVO AP
EAP19 (L, M, S) | COLORS: WH ONLY

•   MID-length, 9-piece construction that provides
a comfortable form-fit

•   Bone System built into the lateral bicep and
forearm portions of the pad to deflect stick
checks

•   Wartech FLX sleeve provides a soft
comfortable feel with amazing flexibility

•   No Slip Gel Print around bicep and fore-arm
opening lock your pad in place

BONE SYSTEM

EVO HITLYTE SP
EHL19 (L, M, S) | COLORS: BK ONLY

•   HITLYTE SHOULDER SYSTEM provides
increased coverage and impact performance
on your upper-arm and shoulder area to
absorb those constant pushes and stick
checks

•   2-piece cap design with compression sleeve
provides a flexible form fit and is completely
customizable based on desired coverage

•   Bone System built into the sternum and
shoulder straps to deflect stick checks

•   2-TIMER strap system allows you to customize
the perfect fit

BONE SYSTEM
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NEMESIS PRO GLOVE
NPG19 (XL, L, M)
COLORS: BK, WH

•   Goalie specific glove designed to maximize feel but also
provide best-in-class protection where goalies need it most.

•   NEW Lock Thumb+ provides best-in-class protection,
flexibility, and feel while handling your stick.

•   Impax foam built in the fingers and knuckles to provide
flexible high impact performance.

•   Authentic Pro Palm + is a thin single layer palm construction
that allows you to have max feel of your stick.

•   Simplified cuff design improves range of motion and
reduces bunching in the wrist area
IMPAX FOAM
LOCK THUMB +
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NEMESIS GLOVE
NG19 (XL, L, M, S)
COLORS: WH, BK

•   Goalie specific glove designed to provide superior feel
and enhanced impact performance

•   Updated Lock-Thumb to provide improved flexibility
and feel while handling your stick

•   Bone System impact technology built into the knuckle
area to absorb high speed impacts

•   Authentic Pro Palm is a single layer palm construction
that allows you to have tremendous feel and durability
BONE SYSTEM
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NEMESIS PRO CP
NPCP19 (L, M) | NPCPS20 (S) - NEW
COLORS: BLACK ONLY

•   NOCSAE impact standard approved Impax foam chest
plate with inserts provide enhanced impact absorption
at high and low speeds

•   3-Piece chest pad construction allows for improved
flexibility when crossing arms over for off-stick shots

•   Adjustable fit system allows you to build up or break
down your belly pad setup provides maximum
protection or increased mobility

•   Adjustable straps system for perfect fit and comfort

IMPAX FOAM
ADJUSTABLE FIT SYSTEM
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TOOL BOX
TBNH-L (LARGE), TBNH-M (MEDIUM)

•   Dual injected ABS plastic cup provides maximum impact absorption
•   EVA foam side bumpers help absorb impacts around the cup
•   Adjustable elastic waist straps fasten securely, preventing movement

NUTT HUTT 3
NUTHUT3 (ADULT XXL-S), NHY3 (YOUTH L-S)

•   Wartech A/C compression short keeps you cool
•   ABS plastic cup with soft rubber edges for added comfort
•   Not intended for goalie use

PROTECTIVE SIZING CHART
AGE

5-9

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

GLOVES

EVO (S)
BURN (S)
UNDER 4'6" UNDER 70LBS BURN NEXT (XS,S)
EVO (S)
BURN (S)
BURN NEXT (S)
NEMESIS (S)

10-12

4'7" TO 5'4" 70 TO 110 LBS

13-16

EVO PRO (M,L)
BURN PRO (M,L)
EVO (M,L)
BURN (M, L)
BURN NEXT (M,L)
NEMESIS PRO (M, L)
5'4" TO 5'9" 110 TO 150 LBS NEMESIS (M, L)

17- ADULT 5'9" OVER

150LBS OVER

EVO PRO (L,XL)
BURN PRO (L, XL)
EVO (L,XL)
BURN (L, XL)
BURN NEXT (L)
NEMSIS PRO (XL, L)
NEMESIS (XL, L)

SHOULDERS

ARM PADS

CHEST/ RIB

EVO HITLYTE (S)
BURN HITMAN (S)
BURN NEXT SP (YS)

EVO AP (S)
BURN NEXT AP (YXS, YS) NEMESIS PRO CP (S)

EVO HITLYTE (S)
BURN HITMAN (S)
BURN NEXT SP (YM, YL)

EVO AP (S)
BURN NEXT AP (YM, YL) NEMESIS PRO CP (S)

BURN PRO HITLYTE (M)
EVO HITLYTE (M)
BURN HITMAN (M)
BURN NEXT PLUS SP (YL)
BURN NEXT SP (YL)

EVO PRO AG (M)
EVO PRO AP (M)
EVO PRO EP (M)
BURN PRO AP (M)
BURN PRO EP (M)
EVO AG (M)
EVO AP (M)
BURN NEXT AP (YL)

EVO PRO AG (L)
EVO PRO AP (L)
EVO PRO EP (L)
BURN PRO AG (L)
BURN PRO AP (L)
BURN PRO HITLYTE (L)
BURN PRO EP (L)
EVO HITLYTE (L)
EVO AG (L)
BURN HITMAN (L)
BURN NEXT PLUS SP (YXL) EVO AP (L)"

NEMESIS PRO CP (M)

NEMESIS PRO CP (L)

* SP = SHOULDER PAD, AP= ARM PAD, AG= ARM GUARD, EP= ELBOW PAD, CP= CHEST PAD				
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57 BOX

NEW

FATBOY BURN WARP PRO
COMPLETE
•   Level: Pro 14 & up
•   Meets FIL, CLA, and US lacrosse men’s INDOOR
specifications.
•   [Complete] Fatboy Burn Warp SP + Fatboy Burn Carbon
SP shaft is our lightest performance box complete stick.
•   [Complete/Shaft] Engineered with Sym-flex and
Minimus Carbon technology to generate additional flex
for improved shot speed and durability at a stick weight
of approximately 340 grams (Shaft approximately 160
grams).
•   [Complete/Head] Warp pocket is 3d knitted in our mid
pattern with built in Grip Texture to enhance hold, feel
and channel.
•   [Complete/Head] Fatboy head shape is tighter for
superior ball control and accuracy, offering elite box
lacrosse players our most consistent performing stick.

COMPLETE STICK
FBWSPC20
COLORS: BK
WHIP: 2

HEAD / POCKET
BFBW19
COLORS: BK
WHIP: 2

SHAFT
FBCSPS20
COLORS: BK

MID POCKET
Our Warp Pro mid pocket is built for power. Ideal for a
middie or attackman that is looking for superior shot
power and accuracy from outside.

CARBON FIBER SHAFT
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NEW

FATBOY BURN WARP
COMPLETE
•   Level: Senior 16 and under
•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL men’s indoor and
outdoor specifications.
•   [Complete] FATBOY Burn Warp stick gives you consistency
and accuracy on the offensive end but is built to dish out
and take the hardest of checks.
•   [Complete/Shaft] Fatboy Burn Krypto-Pro is our strongest
and lightest box specific shaft.
•   [Complete/Shaft] Traditional speed shape for balanced feel
and strength.
•   [Complete] Warp Mid-pocket designed with larger
diamonds to improve hold and pocket feel.

COMPLETE STICK
FBWAC20
COLORS: WHS, BK
WHIP: 2
SIZES: ATK (40”)

SHAFT CODE
FBKPAS20
COLORS: SL, BK
SIZES: ATK (30”), DEF (36”)
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NEW

FATBOY BURN WARP
NEXT COMPLETE
•   Level: Intermediate 12 and under
•   Meets all NFHS, NCAA, CLA, and FIL men’s indoor and
outdoor specifications
•   [Complete] Features a Burn Warp head and FATBOY
Kryptolyte shaft, perfect for developing box players.
•   [Complete] Includes a Warp Mid-pocket designed with
larger diamonds to improve hold and shot power.
•   [Complete] Warp pocket requires no adjustment and
comes game ready with an unchanging, weatherresistant pocket that is hassle and maintenance free.
•   [Complete/Shaft] FATBOY Kryptolyte built in our
traditional speed shape provides balanced feel and
strength.

COMPLETE STICK
FBWNAC20
COLOR: WHS, BK
WHIP: 1

BOX 60

EVO FATBOY PRO
COMPLETE
•   Level: Pro 14 and up
•   This stick has been designed and engineered with input
from the best players in the world for the unmatched
shot speed.

•   The box specific FB head shape is tighter for superior
ball control and accuracy.

•   The New Evo Warp Pro FB provides the consistency of
a Warp head in a mid-whip offering.

•   The newly engineered Evo specific diamond knitted
pocket provides players superior hold and smooth
release.

COMPLETE STICK
EFWPAS18
COLOR: WBK
WHIP: MID 2

HEAD / POCKET
EFBW18
COLORS: WHITE
WHIP: MID 2

MID POCKET
Our Warp Pro mid pocket is built for power.
Ideal for a middie or attackman that is looking to
maximize shot power and accuracy from outside.

WHIP LEVEL = MID2
LOW WHIP allows for the quickest release.
HIGH WHIP gives added hold for shot power.

LOW:1

HIGH:4
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FATBOY NEXT
FBNSA19
COLORS: GR, BK, RD, WH

•   Level: Intermediate 12 & under
•   Built for the new player – larger head
design and pocket make catching and
throwing a breeze

•   Semi-Soft mesh pocket allows for minimal
break in period with great hold

FATBOY NEXT JR
FBIS19 (BLACK ONLY)

•   Level: Junior 10 & under
•   Designed specifically for the growing player
•   Smaller diameter handle, semi-soft mesh pocket, senior head
•   Handle adaptor allows for option of head to be moved onto a senior handle
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WALL
WALL19 (HEAD ONLY - BK, WH)
WALLS19 (COMPLETE - BK, WH)

•   Canadian Lacrosse Association Approved
•   Designed specifically for box lacrosse
goalies

•   Huge face-shape, based on the
dimensions of traditional wooden goalie
sticks

•   Updated semi-soft mesh
•   Updated handle graphic

WALL JR
WALLJS19 (WHITE ONLY)

•   Huge face-shape, based on the dimensions
of traditional wooden goalie sticks

•   Comes with rigid scoop for raking and
scooping up ground balls

•   Complete stick only with alloy handle
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EVO FATBOY

EFBH19 (ATK)

•   Fatboy wall thickness for superior durability, specific for box lacrosse

COLORS: GR, RE, RL

•   Powered by KRYPTOLYTE, Warrior’s bestselling performance alloy
•   Control die shape maximize stick feel
•   Clear-gloss tactical grip for enhanced feel

CONTROL DIE SHAPE

TACTICAL GRIP

EVO BRUISER FATBOY

EBFBH19 (36”)
COLORS: SL

•   Fatboy wall thickness for superior
durability, specific for box lacrosse

•   36” length for defensive minded players
or can be cut down to desired length

•   Powered by Kryptolyte, Warrior’s
bestselling performance alloy

•   Octagonal BRUISER die shape
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NEW

FATBOY ALPHA ONE PRO
BOX HELMET
FBAPC9 (L, M, S) – FB ALPHA ONE PRO COMBO
HELMET SHELL COLORS: White, Black
MASK COLORS: Chrome Only
LAPH9 (L, M, S) - ALPHA ONE PRO HELMET ONLY
HELMET SHELL COLORS: WHITE, BLACK, NAVY,
RED, ROYAL

•   A Warrior helmet designed for
premium protection, superior fit and
sleek styling.

•   True One Pro Shell – A one piece
high density plastic shell that
provides a superior stiff, strong and
lightweight barrier of advanced
protection. The True One Pro shell
has a distinct geometry designed
to balance a slim look and provide
good impact diffusion.

•   OmniShock Protection System w/
Impax Foam – Focused impact
zones on the frontal lobe, temples
and occipital are reinforced with
Impax absorb pods that diffuse
energy. Impax pods absorbs both
linear and twisting impacts. The
True One Pro shell and EPP is the
core of safety, forming a lightweight
barrier that provides protection
against catastrophic injury.

•   AdaptFit 270 by BOA – The
AdaptFit 270 fit system is micro
adjusted with a BOA dial pulling the
liner to your head.

•   Flow Comfort Liner and Venting Our removable flow liner pads are
treated by Polygiene. They absorb
sweat, dry quickly to keep you cool
and odor free. Airflow through the
shell is optimized by design to keep
you from overheating.
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NEW

FATBOY BOX FACEMASK
FBFM29 (L, M, S) – CHIN CUP ATTACHED TO MASK
COLORS: BK, SL

•   Updated protection coverage built with
optimal sight lines

•   CSA/CLA APPROVED
•   Dual-density protective chin cup
•   All assembly/mounting materials included
with mask only option

•   Fits all Warrior hockey helmets

NEW

FATBOY PRO BOX FACEMASK
PRO VERSION – PFBFM29 (L, M, S) – CHIN CUP FREE FLOATING
COLORS: BK, SL

BOX 66

NEW

RS PRO HELMET
LRSPH9 - S, M, L
COLORS - BK, NV, RD, RL
HELMET ONLY

•   Warrior’s newest helmet addition to the Covert
family, blending traditional 2-piece construction
with advanced comfort, protection and pro
design

•   IMPAX – Compression molded liner providing
comfort and maximum protection on all impacts

•   SNAP FLAPS – traditional tooless adjustment
system to properly fit the helmet, hassle free

•   COOLING VENTS – integrated within the helmet
shell, our unique vent design directs air flow thru
the helmet and around the players head to help
stay cool out on the ice.
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PX2 BOX HELMET

•   Developed to merge traditional feel and high-performance fit/protection

LPX2H6 (L, M, S) – PX2 HELMET SHELL ONLY

•   A newly developed shell focused on fit, lightweight comfort and easy tooless adjustment

BK, WH, NV

•   The liner uses an optimal blend of multi-layered foams and plastic

BOX 68

FATBOY PRO SP
FBPSP18 (L, M, S) | GRAY ONLY

•   Hitlyte Shoulder Cap system provides
a customizable fit based on player
preference to key impact zones

•   IMPAX foam technology in sternum for
high impact performance and flexibility

•   NTER-LOCK strap option to prevent pad
slip

•   2-Timer Strap System for the ability to
provide an ideal fit

•   FATBOY bicep pads provide improved
coverage and impact protection

FATBOY PRO EG

FATBOY PRO RG

FBPEG18 (L, M, S) | GRAY ONLY

FBPRG18 (L, M, S) | GRAY ONLY

•   NEW two-piece construction provides an anatomical

•   Full coverage rib and back protection with multiple breaks

fit to increase range of motion while maintaining
protection.

•   Updated elbow cap design prevents harmful impacts
directly to the elbow

•   INTER-LOCK strap option to prevent pad slip

wrapping the body, providing premium comfort and fit

•   IMPAX spine protection provides elite level box player
protection on back

•   Comfort mesh shoulder straps with Velcro attachment to
keep shoulder straps in place
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FATBOY SP
FBSP18 (L, M, S)

•   Hitlyte Shoulder Cap system provides
a customizable fit based on player
preference to key impact zones

•   2-Timer Strap System provides the
ability to strap up the most ideal fit

•   Durable PE plastic bicep pads for
maximum protection

FATBOY EG

FATBOY RG

FBEG18 (L, M, S)

FBRG18 (L, M, S, XS) | COLORS: GRAY

•   Bone System built into the tope side of the

•   Super-tough outer thermoplastic shell for max

arm to deflect stick checks

•   Large 3 piece construction covers biceps
and forearm for maximum protection

•   FLX Mesh sleeve provides a snug/flexible fit

protection in key impact areas

•   Multiple breaks help wrap and provide full
protective coverage to the midsection and back

•   Male/Female clip system for easy on/off
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FATBOY GLOVE
FBG18 (XL, L, M, S) | BK, GR, BK/RD

•   Built for developing box lacrosse players
•   TruVents in palm & backhand provide
ventilation and improved feel

•   Tri-cuff design helps improve flexibility

NEW

FATBOY LITE GLOVE
FBLG20 (XL, L, M, S)
COLORS: BK, WH, NV, RD, BK/RD

•   Built for developing box lacrosse players
•   TruVents in palm & backhand provide
ventilation and improved feel

•   Tri-cuff design helps improve flexibility
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A.

FATBOY NEXT SP

FBNXSP18 (YL, YM, YS, YXS, Y2X)

•   Designed and sized specifically for the
new/developing box player

•   Pre-formed shoulder caps and floating
sternum provide excellent protection
for beginners

•   Built in bicep pads with full adjustability
and the best possible protection

A

B.

FATBOY NEXT EG

FBNXEG18 (YL, YM, YS, YXS, Y2X)

C

•   Designed and sized specifically for the
new/developing box player

•   Single density foam with built in elbow

B

disc for added protection

•   Synch-strap design provides a snug fit

C.

FATBOY NEXT RG

FBNXRG18 (YXL, YL, YM, YS, YXS, Y2X)

•   Designed and sized specifically for the
new/developing box player

•   Durable plastic and high density
foams on the outer shell for maximum
protection and comfort

D

•   Mesh over the shoulder straps for a
comfortable fit

•   Male/Female clip system for easy on/off

D.

FATBOY NEXT GLOVE

FBNXG18 (6”, 8”)

•   Designed and sized specifically for the
new/developing box player

•   Single density foam construction for
solid impact absorption

BOX 72

FATBOY GOALIE CP
FBGLP1 = CATEGORY 1 (S)
FBGLP2 = CATEGORY 2 (M)
FBGLP3L = CATEGORY 3 (L)
FBGLP3XL= CATEGORY 3 (XL)

•   CLA approved – Warrior
Designed- Fatboy Reinforced

•   Provides ultimate protection in
key areas, while remaining mobile

•   Adjustable fit for custom comfort

FATBOY GOALIE GLOVE
FBGG19 (XL, L, M, S) | COLORS: BK, WH

•   The FATTEST glove in box lacrosse, designed
specifically for box goalies

•   All the protection goalies need with a lightweight feel
•   Reinforced thumb and backhand
•   Removable floating cuff for added protection

FATBOY BICEP PAD

DELUXE BICEP PAD

FBBP19 (SR, JR)

DBBP8L (SR), DBBP8S (JR)

•   Free-floating, adjustable compression molded

•   Free-floating, adjustable compression molded

protection

•   Compression molded protection
•   Protects the gap between the shoulder & arm guard

protection

•   Protects the gap between the shoulder & arm guard
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SIZING

CHARTS

PROTECTIVE SIZING CHART
AGE

5-9

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

GLOVES
FATBOY/LITE (S)
FATBOY NEXT
(XXS, XS)

UNDER 4'6" UNDER 70LBS

FATBOY/LITE
GLOVE (S)

10-12

13-16

4'7" TO 5'4" 70 TO 110 LBS

5'4" TO 5'9" 110 TO 150 LBS

17- ADULT 5'9" OVER

150LBS OVER

SHOULDERS
FATBOY NEXT SP
(YS, YXS, YXXS)

ELBOW GUARDS

RIB GUARDS
FATBOY NEXT RG
(YS, YXS, YXXS)

FATBOY NEXT EG
(YS, YXS, YXXS)

FATBOY PRO EG (S)
FATBOY PRO SP (S)
FATBOY EG (S)
FATBOY SP (S)
FATBOY NEXT SP (YM, YL) FATBOY NEXT EG
(YM, YL)

FATBOY PRO RG (S)
FATBOY RG (S)
FATBOY NEXT RG
(YM, YL)

FATBOY PRO SP (M)
FATBOY/LITE GLOVE FATBOY SP (M)
FATBOY NEXT SP
(M, L)
(YL, YXL)

FATBOY PRO EG (M)
FATBOY EG (M)
FATBOY NEXT EG
(YL, YXL)

FATBOY PRO RG (M)
FATBOY RG (M)
FATBOY NEXT RG
(YL, YXL)

FATBOY/LITE GLOVE
(L, XL)

FATBOY PRO EG (L)
FATBOY EG (L)

FATBOY PRO RG (L)
FATBOY RG (L)

FATBOY PRO SP (L)
FATBOY SP (L)

*SP = SHOULDER PAD, EG = ELBOW GUARD, RG = RIB GUARD

WARRIOR BOX HELMET SIZING CHART
Size

Circumference (cm)

Hat Size

ALPHA ONE
S
M

52 - 56
56 - 59

6 1/2 - 7
7 - 7 3/8

L

57.5 - 62

7 1/8 - 7 3/4

ALPHA ONE PRO
S
M
L

52 - 56
56 - 59
57.5 - 62

6 5/8 - 7
7 - 7 3/8
7 1/8 - 7 3/4

COVERT PX+
S
M
L

54 - 56
56 - 59
59 - 62

6 3/4 - 7
7 - 7 3/8
7 3/8 - 7 3/4

COVERT RS PRO/PX2
XS
S
M
L

51 - 54
54 - 56
56 - 59
59 - 62

6 3/8 - 6 3/4
6 5/8 - 7
7 - 7 3/8
7 3/8 - 7 3/4

To measure your head
circumference, wrap a tape
maeasure around your head
above your eyebrows and
across your temples.
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BRINE NOCSAE/
SEI APPROVED BULK BALLS
NLBN1207 | COLORS: WH, YL

•   Case of 120 balls

CLA APPROVED
BULK BALLS
GBCA120 | COLORS: WHITE ONLY

•   Case of 120 balls

75 BAGS

CANVAS DUFFLE
CDUFFLE8
COLORS: BK, GR, NV, RD, RL

•   Extra-large equipment bag
•   Available in 5 team colors
•   40”L x 14”W x 14”H

BAGS 76

BLACK HOLE
BHB8
COLORS: BK/GR

•   Our all-time best selling lacrosse bag
•   Full length side pocket stores
complete sticks and extra shafts

•   Wet gear/shoe compartment keeps
the smelly stuff separate

•   42”L x 13”W x 12”H

CUSTOM STOCK BLACK HOLE

CSBHB5 | COLORS: BK, NV, GR

•   Available in 3 team colors

BLACK HOLE SHORTY
BHS8
COLORS: BGR

•   Downsized version of the Black Hole
(8 inches shorter)

•   Stick storage on the side of the bag
•   34”L x 10”W x 12”H

77 BAGS

JET PACK MAX

JPMB9 | COLOR: GR

•   Multipurpose backpack is geared for on field use
•   Main compartment holds all equipment
•   Clamshell shoe compartment with vent holes keeps your shoes
separate
•   Two front pockets for easy organization
•   Stick loops hold two complete sticks
•   13”L x 7.5”W x 22”H

JET PACK

JPB9 | COLOR: GR

•   Multipurpose backpack geared for on field use
•   Stick loop holds one complete stick
•   11.5”L x 9”W x 20”H

BAGS 78

JET PACK
TRIPPER
JPTRIP8
COLORS: RD, NYL
•   Laptop sleeve and tablet pouch
•   Numerous zippers and compartments for
easy organization
•   Stick loops hold one complete stick
•   12.5”L x 6”W x 19”H

Q10 DAY
DUFFLE
LQ10DUFF8
COLORS: BK
•   Premium 600D polyester
base
•   Bright custom liner
•   Luggage strap
•   18” L x 9”W x 9”H

ROCK SAC
RSB8
COLORS: BK/GR
•   Holds up to 75 lacrosse balls
•   Heavy duty plastic base keeps back
upright
•   Industrial strength nylon
•   18”H x 9”Diameter at base
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EVO MINI STICK
EMS17
COLORS: BK, WH, RL, OR
•   Mini version of the Evo stick
•   Comes with mini lacrosse ball

MINI BALL
MBL

•   For use with all mini sticks
•   Buy a lot because you’re going to lose them

ROCK SAC
BALL PACK
RSBP17 (WH ONLY)

•   40 NOCSEA Approved lax balls in
a Rock Sac ball carry bag

STICK
REPAIR KIT
WSRK

•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

Screwdriver
1- Pair of Needle Nose Pliers
3- Pieces of Semi-Hard mesh
6- Tipped sidewall strings
6- Tipped shooting strings
9- Tipped hockey laces
10- Stick screws
5- TPU ball stops
3- Rubber butt ends
1- Lanyard
1- Bumper Sticker
Stick Stringing instructions

MINI STICKS 80

MEN’S SCOREBOOK
WMSB4

POCKET POUNDER

•   Keep track of all of your team’s
statistics for the entire season

PP2014

•   Beat your pocket into submission

WARP END CAP
2-PACK

COLORED
ENDOS

EECPK19

EC + COLOR

•   One Warp end cap

•   White, Black, Red, Royal, Light Blue,
Light Pink, Mint, Orange, Yellow

•   One Warrior end plug

WARP END CAP

WARRIOR END PLUG

MONSTER
SHOOTING TARGET
MST

•   Fits all 6x6 lacrosse goals

CORNER TARGET 2.0
WCT2

•   Includes 2 targets with ball pockets
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MINI STICKS / ACCESSORIES

BRINE WRIST GUARD
BWG17 (L, M, S)
Colors: BK
•   Added protection for the wrist/forearm
•   Gel Print Liner to keep wrist guard in place

MINI MONEY
GOALIE STICK
MONBYA
•   Goalie specific mini stick
•   Comes with 1 mini lacrosse ball

BACKYARD
WAR GOAL
BYWG3

•   Patented pop-up goal perfect for the
beach or back yard

•   4’ x 4’ with built-in corner targets
•   Folds easily into handy carry-on bag

MINI BALL 2-PACK
MLBSD

GOALS/TRAINING 82

GOALS
PROFESSIONAL GAME GOAL

BACKYARD PRACTICE GOAL

LG590

LG500

•   Official size: 6 x 6 x 7

•   Official size, 6 x 6 x 7

•   1.9” powder- coated steel pipe 4” flat base bar

•   1.5” powder- coated steel frame

•   Welded lacing bar for easy attachment

•   Includes 2.5mm extension poly net & lacing cord

•   Sturdy two-piece construction

•   Includes four quick net fasteners

•   Net not included
•   Truck delivery only

83 GOALS/TRAINING

A

B

C
A)

PROFESSIONAL NET

600L (White), 601L (Black)

•  

6.0 mm high-extension polyester net

•  

Official size, 6 x 6 x 7

•  

Durable triple-stitched bindings

•  

Includes lacing cord

B)

CHAMPIONSHIP NET

400L (White), 401L (Black)

D

•  

4.0 mm- high- extension polyester net

•  

Official size, 6 x 6 x 7

•  

Durable triple- stitched bindings

•  

Includes lacing cord

10’ X 30’ BACKSTOP
REPLACEMENT NET
C)

LBSNET8 (WH only)

•  

Measures 10’ x 30’

•  

2.5 mm- high extension polyester net

D)

BRINE LAX WALL

LW220

E

•  

Target size is 3’ x 4’, total height is 7’

•  

Heavy- duty 1.5” aluminized steel frame

•  

Fully adjustable; set the desired angle

•  

Folds flat for storage

E)

10’ X 30’ BACKSTOP

LBS1030

F

•  

Measures 10’ x 30’

•  

2.5 mm- high extension polyester net

•  

1.25 heavy-duty steel upright poles

•  

Includes tie-down ropes and stakes

•  

Goal not included

F)

QUICK GOAL FASTENERS

NF265

G

•  

Package of 24

•  

Secures all types of nets to goal frames

G)

PORTABLE CREASE

PORCR

•  

Temporary, portable crease for turf
fields without lines or grass that
can’t be painted

•  

Sets up in seconds

•  

Adjustable for men’s & women’s
crease sizes

